Who We Are and What We Sell

What is Dream Cones?
Dream Cones Ltd. Is a Thai corporation that manufactures top-of-the-line, halal, super-premium Italian
ice cream (gelato) and ice cream ingredients. Our mission it to help inexperienced ice cream and
light food entrepreneur get started. We offer an almost turn-key startup, providing machinery, equipment, training and for franchisees, branded disposable items, advertising and a web-page. We also
sell ice cream manufacturing and display equipment to anyone! Most of our international customers
are manufacturing franchisees, located in Thailand, Brunei, Malaysia, Laos, Mauritius, Nigeria, Bangladesh, Oman and Saudi Arabia. Our Thailand retail division supports operations throughout the country.
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What is Gelato?
Gelato is the Italian word for ice cream. It is much healthier and more intensely flavored, compared
to commercial ice cream, with 1/3 the fat and 15% less sugar. It is also available in sugar-free and nondairy. Since gelato is so much lower in fat its flavor is much more intense than commercial ice cream.
Soy-So Delicious® Is a non-dairy “gelato,” made with soy protein.
It tastes identical to regular! It is available in most of the same flavors as regular gelato and tastes the same.
Soft Serve
Our soft serve base is a healthy product, low in fat and sugar. A
favorite is yoghurt-flavored made with dried Italian yoghurt.
ßsoft serve crepe

Sugar-free: In some areas sugar-free products are in demand. Also, the world is becoming more health-conscious and reduced caloric intake is becoming more popular. ALL of our products are
available in sugar free* and they taste just the same as regular. * sugar-free means we have replaced
all sucrose with maltitol but there is some natural sugar in the fruit flavors which comes from the fruit.

Gelato Specialty Products
Part of the Dream Cones image are a number of upscale ice cream specialties, including ice cream
sandwiches (shown on the next page), cakes, rolls and chocolate ice cram balls, designed to offer a
distinct line of specialty products which cannot be purchased elsewhere. Designed by our Paristrained Chef Michael, these treats are both eye-catching and truly delicious.

Our truly delicious Dream Gelato Sandwiches, made from premium gelato sandwiched
between layers of banana cake.
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International Franchising
We provide complete service for the startup ice cream entrepreneur, including training, machinery,
ingredients, marketing and support. Those manufacturing our products in their shops do not have to
pay a franchise fee unless they want exclusive rights to a large area such as a city or state.
As our experience progressed we realized that
selling light food improved profits. So, we
now offer training and
consulting to franchisees
interested in selling light
food. We help them
with recipes, training
and marketing, all as
part of our on-going desire to help our franchisees.. We recommend light food if you
have the space and
offer our experience
and training to our franchisees as part of our
service.

çOne of our light food
menus
Prospective franchisees who want to start factory operators with multiple retail outlets can obtain city
or area rights. They have to pay a franchise fee used to amortize the very considerable assistance we
provide during setup and cover travel expenses for on-going customer support.

Retail Operations
The products sold in our retail outlets depend on the outlet size. Below and on the
following pages are typical examples of
our kiosks, small shops and small restaurants.

Kiosk
A kiosk is a free standing outlet or they
can be located in a small space of about
9-12 s.m. such as the one above. Slightly
larger kiosks, 12-16 s.m. can also have
seating (see photo below).
Kiosk on right was built from plans shown
above. The large box to the right of the
display freezer conceals a column.
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Minimum-space Kiosk with seating-13 s.m.

In a mall, it is often
easier to find kiosk
space than shop
space. Kiosks are
rectangular, providing more “up front
“space for better
product presentation. They are inexpensive, from as little as $10,000 to
$160,000 for kiosks
as large as shops.
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Small Shop
Shops of 18-35 s.m. size have seating and can offer a much larger product mix. In addition to a wider
variety of ice cream products, they also sell a light food line plus drinks, coffee specialties, cakes and
pastry. The shop shown below, consisting of 32 s.m. is typical.

The restaurant shown above is 45 s.m., located in an
upscale mall surrounding an artificial lake. It also has a
25 s.m. patio. The all-glass walls provide pleasant views
of the lake, the patio and the landscaped walkway.
The restaurant has six tables and two lunch counters:
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total inside seating 20. The patio has six tables and 24 chairs for a total seating capacity of 44. The patio is equipped with pressure-driven water spray and fan cooling.
The restaurant is designed to be an air conditioned, upscale price-competitive alternative to the food
court and is lower-priced than the surrounding restaurants.

Factory Operation

Our Bangkok Factory capable of producing 1.5 tons of ice cream per day

Factory operation consists of manufacturing gelato, ice cream cakes and rolls using Dream Cones ingredients. The floor plan below corresponds to the photo above. This factory contains 2 Batch freezers,
1 Pasteurizer, 2 blast freezers.
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A factory designed to service 10-30 shops or small restaurants consists of the following equipment:

Factory Capacity
•
•
•

75 Kg/hour
600Kg./day
7,500 (80 gr.) scoops/day

As maximum capacity is approached output can be doubled by adding a 30 L batch freezer and
120L pasteurizer for €18,000. The factory on the previous page contains such equipment.
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Training
The best way to learn how to operate a gelato factory is to
train in one!
Our 8-day course consists of 5 daily lectures by Chef Michael plus
hands-on training in the factory. Trainees are required to purchase the eBook “Ice Cream Business Startup Kit” available from
our website..
LEFT: Chef Michael explaining The use of toppings

Most trainees think they have come to our gelato school to learn
how to make ice cream. Chef Michael thinks they have come to
learn how to make MONETY selling ice cream! His lectures reveal
many money-saving tricks-of-the-trade and specialized techniques to help make your gelato business a success.

The morning lectures are followed by intensive factory training in gelato manufacture by Big Boss (Chef
Apple). Trainees also visit some of our many shops and restaurants and train in them.
Of course learning to make ice cream using our ingredients is absurdly simple and takes a just a day.
The rest of the course is devoted to presentation and decoration.
Graduated trainee proudly showing her diploma and Dream Cones chef hat
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Big Boss (BELOW RIGHT) supervising ice cream cake training
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You can do this!
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Join the Family!
We think of our franchisees as family. Their success is our success. Join the family!
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